This is a survey paper discussing one specific (and classical) system of algebraic equations -the so called "Prony system". We provide a short overview of its unusually wide connections with many different fields of Mathematics, stressing the role of Singularity Theory. We reformulate Prony System as the problem of reconstruction of "Spike-train" signals of the form F (x) = d j=1 ajδ(x − xj) from the noisy moment measurements. We provide an overview of some recent results of [1] [2] [3] 7, 8, 10, 11, 29, 53] on the "geometry of the error amplification" in the reconstruction process, in situations where the nodes xj near-collide. Some algebraic-geometric structures, underlying the error amplification, are described (Prony, Vieta, and Hankel mappings, Prony varieties), as well as their connection with Vandermonde mappings and varieties. Our main goal is to present some promising fields of possible applications of Singulary Theory.
Introduction
In this paper we consider the classical Prony system of algebraic equations, with the real unknowns a j , x j , j = 1, . . . , d, and with the right hand side formed by the known real "measurements" m 0 , . . . , m 2d−1 . This system has a form (1.1)
We denote by A = (a 1 , . . . , a d ) ∈ R d and X = (x 1 , . . . , x d ) ∈ R d , x 1 ≤ x 2 ≤ . . . ≤ x d , the unknowns in system (1.1), and denote by P A d (resp. P X d ) the "parameter spaces" of the unknowns A and X, respectively. P d = P In what follows we will usually identify (A, X) with a "spike-train signal"
( 1.2) Clearly, the moments m k (F ) = x k F (x)dx, k = 0, 1, . . . , are given by m k (F ) = d j=1 a j x k j , so reconstructing F from its 2d − 1 initial moments is equivalent to solving (1.1), with m k = m k (F ).
Prony system appears in many classical theoretical and applied mathematical problems. In Section 2 we discuss some of these appearances. Explicit solution of (1.1) was given already in [48] (see Section 3 below).
There exists a vast literature on Prony and similar systems. In particular, the bibliography in [5] (1981) contains more than 50 pages. Most of recent applications are in Signal Processing. As a very partial sample we mention that in [14] and in many other publications a method, essentially equivalent to solving Prony system, was used in reconstructing signals with a "finite rate of innovation". In [45, 46] the applicability of Prony-type systems was extended to some new wide and important classes of signals. In [12, 21] multidimensional Prony systems were investigated via symmetric tensors, in particular, connecting them to the polynomial Waring problem. In [25] Prony system appears in a general context of Compressed Sensing. In [6, 9] Prony-like systems were used in reconstructing piecewise-smooth functions from their Fourier data. Finally, in [6] the same reconstruction accuracy as for smooth functions was demonstrated (thus confirming the Eckhoff conjecture).
Some applications of Prony system are of major practical importance, and various algorithms and numerical methods have been developed for its solution (see [47] and references therein). However, in a (very important) case when some of the nodes x j nearly collide, while the measurements are noisy, these collision singularities lead to major mathematical and numerical difficulties. In particular, this happens in the context of the "super-resolution problem", which was investigated in many recent publications. See [1-3, 7, 8, 10, 11, 17, 18, 22, 24, 26, 41] as a small sample.
Notice that the Prony system (1.1) is linear (with the Vandermonde matrix on the "nodes" X) with respect to the "amplitudes" A, while it is highly nonlinear with respect to X. As the nodes collide (or near-collide), the Vandermonde determinant vanishes. Even knowing the position of the nodes, the reconstruction of the amplitudes is still ill-posed.
Thus singularities enter the solution process of the Prony system because of its geometric nature, no matter what solution method do we use. We believe that using the tools of Singularity Theory in this problem is well justified. In [11, 53] we study the algebraic nature of nodes collision. In particular, we include into consideration the "confluent Prony systems", corresponding to signals with multiple nodes, and with the derivatives of the δ-function. We also introduce and study in [11] the "bases of finite differences" in the signal space P d , which behave coherently as the nodes collide.
In the present paper we give, following [1-3, 7, 8, 10, 11, 29, 53] , a somewhat different point of view on the problem, stressing the role of Singularity Theory in understanding of Prony systems with noisy right-hand side. Below we discuss the following main topics: 1. In case of near-colliding nodes the initial measurements errors may be strongly amplified in the solution, making it unfeasible. However, the possible error-affected solutions are not distributed uniformly, but rather tightly concentrated along certain algebraic sets, known a priori ("Prony varieties" -see Sections 7 and 5 below).
Prony varieties are generalizations (via "making free" the amplitudes A) of the Vandermonde mappings and varieties, introduced and studied in Singularity Theory in [4, 32] and other publications (see Section 4). 2. A related notion is that of "Prony scenarios" (Section 8), which predict the error behavior along the Prony curves. An important part here is the description of the combinatorics of real zeroes in polynomial pencils, actively studied in Singularity Theory -see [15, [33] [34] [35] .
3. In the presence of the measurement noise, statistical estimations of feasible solutions can be used. These methods are considered in the literature as superior in accuracy, but their practical implementation is difficult, because of complicated nonlinear minimization problems involved. We expect that the tools developed in Singularity Theory for the study of "maxima of smooth functions", "cut-loci", and similar objects, can be useful here (Section 6.1). 4. In the case of the real nodes X (mainly presented in this paper) hyperbolic polynomials become a central topic in all the problems above. Hyperbolic polynomials and related objects are actively studied in Singularity Theory (see [4, 15, 23, [32] [33] [34] [35] as a partial sample), and we expect some of the available results to be directly applicable to Prony systems.
Among other common topics with Singularity Theory we shortly discuss below rank stratification of the space of Hankel-type matrices, solving parametric linear systems, polynomial Waring problem, and finite differences. We hope that the connections presented will proof useful in both domains.
Some appearances of the Prony system
We outline here some prominent classical appearances of the Prony system.
Exponential Interpolation
This was the problem studied by Prony himself in [48] . We consider an interpolation problem for a given function f (x) at the 2d consequent integer points 0, 1, . . . , 2d − 1, with the interpolant being the sum of the exponents
We can choose freely 2d parameters a j , ζ j , in order to fit the values y k = f (k), k = 0, . . . , 2d − 1. Substituting x = k, and denoting e ζj by x j we get the Prony system of equations
Gauss quadratures
Let λ be a measure on the real line R. For a given d we want to find d points x 1 , . . . , x d ∈ R, and d real coefficients a 1 , . . . , a d such that the quadrature formula
be accurate for g being any polynomial of degree at most 2d − 1. By linearity, it is sufficient to get an equality in (2.1) only for g being the monomials x k , k = 0, 1, . . . , 2d − 1, and this leads immediately to the Prony system
with the right-hand side given by the consecutive moments m k (λ) of the measure λ.
Another interpretation is that we are looking for an atomic measure (a spike-
Moment Theory and Padé approximations
The classical Hamburger Moment problem consists in providing necessary and sufficient conditions for a sequence m = {m 0 , m 1 , . . . , m k , . . .} to be the sequence of the consecutive moments m k = m k (λ) = x k dλ, k = 0, 1, . . . , of a nonatomic positive measure λ on the real line R, and in reconstructing λ from m. The condition is that all the Hankel-type matrices
are positive definite. The proof essentially consists in Gaussian quadrature approximation of the measure λ by positive atomic measures Another point of view is provided by the Padé approximation approach. For a sequence m as above consider a formal power series at infinity 
In other words, the first 2d Taylor coefficients of R d (z) are m 0 , . . . , m 2d−1 .
Write R d (z) as the sum of elementary fractions, and develop at infinity:
Thus condition (2.6) becomes the Prony system (2.4). We do not discuss here other remarkable connections of the Prony system, provided by the classical Moment Theory, in particular, with continued fractions and orthogonal polynomials, see, for example, [42] .
Polynomial Waring problem
We consider only the case of two variables (in more variables the calculations are, essentially, the same). Let P (x, y) = m i=0 b i x m−i y i be a homogeneous polynomial of degree m in (x, y). We look for a representation of P as a sum of m-th powers of d linear forms in (x, y):
within an attempt to minimize d in this expression. This problem is actively studied today. Many important results on generic and non-generic configurations in different degrees and dimensions are available. For details we refer the reader to [12, 20, 21, 36, 40] , and references therein, as a very partial sample. Let us put x = 1 in (2.7). We get
Comparing the coefficients of y i on the two sides we obtain
Finally, dividing by ( 
Explicit solution of the Prony system
From now on, and till Section 6, we allow complex nodes and amplitudes (A, X).
In Section 6 we return to the real case, and explain the role of hyperbolic polynomials in the solution process. In order to solve explicitly Prony system
consider the d-th diagonal Padé approximant R d (z) of the moment generating function, defined by (2.6) above.
substituting into (2.6), and comparing coefficients, we obtain the following linear system of equations for the coefficients c = (c 0 , . . . , c d−1 ) of the denominator Q: 
This provides us explicitly the Padé approximant
. In order to find a j , x j it remains to represent R d as the sum of the elementary fractions
Essentially, this procedure appeared already in the Prony paper [48] , and it remains a basis for most of recent algorithms.
Solvability conditions
Solvability conditions for (3.2) (and for the Prony system) are well known in the classical Moment Theory, in Padé approximations, and in other related fields, sometimes in quite different forms. One of possible formulations, convenient for our setting, was given in [11] . In order to present these conditions in a compact form, we allow complex nodes and amplitudes, as well as multiple nodes. (Including multiple nodes requires a rather accurate treatment, which we omit here. Details are given in [11] ).
From the right hand side µ = (m 0 , . . . , m 2d−1 ) ∈ M d we form the extended Thus solvability of (3.1) can be read out from the right-hand side µ through the "rank stratification Σ" of the moment space M d .
Rank stratification for various classes of matrices is very important in Singularity Theory, and an extensive literature exists on this topic. Let us mention just [28, 38] , which may be directly related to our study of Prony system. Specifically, J. Mather's theorem in [38] provides conditions for existence of smooth (in parameters) solutions of parametric families of linear systems (see also related results in [28] ). We expect that Mather's theorem can be applied to the above system (3.2), providing a very important information on the behavior of solutions of (3.2) as µ approaches the low rank strata of Σ.
Let us mention also [31, 37, 43] where finite differences, and semi-simplicial resolutions, appear in study of Image singularities. They may be related to the study of the Prony mapping, via bases of finite differences in [11] .
Prony, Vieta and Hankel mappings
In this section we suggest an algebraic-geometric picture capturing, to some extent, the mathematical structure of the solution procedure in Section 3. An important fact is that this picture appears as a natural extension of a construction, well known in Singularity Theory: that of Vandermonde mapping and Vandermonde varieties, developed by Arnold, Givental, Kostov and others in the 1980's (see [4, 27, 32] and references therein).
Consider the following mappings:
1. The Prony map:
For each fixed amplitudes A = (a 1 , . . . , a d ) the restriction of the Prony map to A × P X d coincides with the corresponding Vandermonde map, as defined in [4, 27, 32] .
We call the space of all monic polynomials of degree d,
2. The Vieta map:
Here
is the i-th symmetric polynomial in the nodes X of F , and Q(z) = Q F (z) is the normalized polynomials with the roots x 1 , . . . , x d . Notice that the Vieta map depends only on the nodes X of F , but not on its amplitudes A.
3. The Hankel map:
This map associates to any µ = (m 0 , . . . , m 2d−1 ) ∈ M d the polynomial Q ∈ V d obtained through solving a linear system (3.2) Notice that in the coordinates A, X in the signal space P d the mappings P M and V M are polynomial, while the mapping H in the coordinates µ = (m 0 , . . . , m 2d−1 ) is rational, with the denominator ∆(µ) = det M d (µ), as provided by the Cramer rule.
We can put the mappings above into a mapping diagram D:
Now, a simple and basic fact, expressing the Prony solution algorithm, is the following:
The proof was, essentially given in Section 3 above.
The role of each of the three spaces in the solution process is different, and some important structures may look quite differently in these spaces. Below we give some examples.
Prony varieties
In this section we define, following [1] [2] [3] , the "Prony varieties", which play an important role in the description of error amplification in solving Prony system. [4, 27, 32] . We believe that the results of these papers may be important in study of Prony varieties, and we give more detail in [29] .
The "polynomial Prony variety"
In the signal space we obtain in [29] the following description of the (node projections) of the Prony varieties S An important fact is that the moment Hankel matrix
is constant along the moment Prony curves S M (µ).
Solvability over the reals
The requirement for all the amplitudes A and the nodes X of the reconstructed signal F to be real is equivalent to requiring that all the moments µ = m 0 (F ), . . . , m 2d−1 (F ) ∈ M d are real, and that all the roots of the reconstructed polynomial Q are real, i.e Q is hyperbolic. As above, we denote by H d ⊂ V d the set of hyperbolic polynomials. We define the "moment hyperbolicity set"H d ⊂ M d as the set of all µ ∈ M d for which the Hankel image HM (µ) belongs to the hyperbolicity set
The following result is a partial case of the conditions of Prony solvability over the reals, obtained in [29] : 
Some statistical estimations for Prony solutions
For a real signal F , if its moments vector µ was corrupted by the noise to µ ′ , some roots of the reconstructed polynomial Q = HM (µ ′ ) could become complex. This makes the corresponding solution F ′ unfeasible. This situation is common in practice, and usually the complex roots of Q are just projected to the real line. (In fact, in most of publications instead of real roots, the roots on the unit circle in the complex plane C are considered).
The same problem arises with the additional a priori known constraints on the feasible solutions F . (In particular, in most of applications we have a priori upper bounds on the nodes and amplitudes). We will denote by Z ⊂ M d the set consisting of the moments of all the feasible signals F .
One of the most common statistical estimations methods is the maximum likelihood one (see e.g. [55] and references therein). Consider, for example, a Gaussian noise model µ ′ ∼ N (µ, Σ) where µ is unknown. Then the maximum likelihood estimatorμ(µ ′ ) of µ is any point z ∈ Z ⊂ M d that is nearest to the measurement µ ′ .
In Bayesian estimation, besides the assumed probability distribution for the noise (e.g. Gaussian), we also assume a prior probability distribution of the moments vectors (or of the feasible signals) with support on Z, and a fixed loss function L(μ(µ ′ ), µ). Here the optimal Bayes estimatorμ(µ ′ ) is given by the minimizer of the posterior risk
where f µ|µ ′ (µ) is the conditional density of µ given the measurement µ ′ .
Notice that minimisation is performed on an a priori known (and usually semi-algebraic) set Z. In our initial example Z is the hyperbolicity domaiñ
The study of such minimization problems is in the mainstream of Singularity Theory. Specifically, a rich geometric information on the hyperbolicity domain, available today, may be useful (see [4, 32, 34] and references therein). Another highly relevant topic in Singularity Theory is the study of singularities of maximal functions, cut loci, and related objects. Some "old" results are in [16, 39, [50] [51] [52] 54] 1 , and in references therein. Some recent results are in [19, 49] .
Error amplification and Prony curves
In this section we give a survey of recent results of [1] , describing the geometry of error amplification in the case where the nodes of a signal F form a cluster of size h ≪ 1. The central notion here is that of the ǫ-error set E ǫ (F ).
Definition 7.1
The error set E ǫ (F ) ⊂ P d is the set consisting of all the signals
In other words, E ǫ (F ) comprises all the signals F ′ ∈ P d which can appear in reconstruction of F from its moments µ = (m 0 , . . . , m 2d−1 ), each moment m k corrupted by noise bounded by ǫ.
2
The goal here is a detailed understanding of the geometry of the error set E ǫ (F ), in the various cases where the nodes of F near-collide. In case that h(F ) ≪ 1, we say that the nodes of F form a cluster of size h or simply that F forms an h-cluster.
The model space
For such signals F , consider the following "normalization": shifting the interval I F to have its center at the origin, and then rescaling I F to the interval [−1, 1]. For this purpose we consider, for each κ ∈ R and h > 0 the transformation Ψ κ,h :
defined by (A, X) → (A,X), with
For a given signal F we put h = h(F ), κ = κ(F ) and call the signal G = Ψ κ,h (F ) the model signal for F . Clearly, h(G) = 1 and κ(G) = 0. Explicitly G is written as
With a certain misuse of notations, we will denote the space P d containing the model signals G byP d , and call it "the model space". For F ∈ P d and
are called the model moments of F . For a given F ∈ P d with the model signal G = Ψ κ,h (F ), we denote byĒ ǫ (F ) the "normalized" error set:Ē ǫ (F ) = Ψ κ,h (E ǫ (F )). The setĒ ǫ (F ) represents the error set E ǫ (F ) of F in the model spaceP d . Note thatĒ ǫ (F ) is simply a translated and rescaled version of E ǫ (F ).
The reason for mapping a general signal F into the model space is that in the case of the nodes X forming a cluster of size h ≪ 1, the moment coordinates centered at F ,
turn out to be "stretched" in some directions, up to the order ( 
is bi-Lipschitz equivalent to the standard coordinates (A,X) ofP d , for all signals G with "well-separated nodes" (see Theorem 7.2 below). Throughout this section we will always use the maximum norm || · || on M d and on P d and on the nodes and amplitudes subspaces, P 
Sketch of the results
We show that if the nodes of F form a cluster of size h ≪ 1 and ǫ is of order h 2d−1 or less then: The ǫ-error setĒ ǫ (F ) is a "curvilinear parallelepiped" Π, which closely follows the shape of the appropriate Prony varieties passing through G. The width of Π in the direction of the model moment coordinate
Define the worst case reconstruction error of F as
In a similar way we define ρ A (F, ǫ) and ρ X (F, ǫ) as the worst case errors in reconstruction of the amplitudes and the nodes of F , respectively:
We show that the worst case reconstruction error of the amplitudes A and the signal F , ρ A (F, ǫ) and ρ(F, ǫ), are of order ǫh −2d+1 , and, the worst case reconstruction error of the nodes X is of order ǫh −2d+2 .
The above is shown in the following three steps:
1. First we normalize the signal F into its model signal G = Ψ κ,h (F ), and describe in Theorem 7.1 the effect of this normalization on the image of the error set in M d . This theorem provides a description of the error set in the "moment coordinates", which are not, in general, equivalent to the coordinates of the signal space, because of the discussed singularities of the Prony mapping.
2. The second step is to use a "Quantitative Inverse Function Theorem" in order to show that the moment coordinates are bi-Lipschitz equivalent to the standard coordinates in signal space, in a sufficiently large domain around G. To get accurate constants, we improve in [1] some estimates of the norm of the inverse Jacobian JP M of the Prony mapping, obtained in [10] .
3. Finally, in order to get accurate bounds for the worst case error separately in the amplitudes A, and in the nodes X of the reconstructed signal F , we provide in [1] accurate estimates of the norm of the inverse Jacobian JP M composed with the projections into the amplitudes and the nodes subspaces,
The error set in the model signal space
For any G ∈P d and ǫ, α > 0 we denote by Π ǫ,α (G) the "curvilinear parallelepiped" consisting of all
Notice that the Prony variety S P q (G) passing through G is defined by the equations m k (G ′ ) = m k (G), k = 0, . . . , q, and therefore, in the moments coordinates m k (G ′ ) the parallelepiped Π ǫ,h (G) is ǫh −q close to the Prony variety S P q (G).
Theorem 7.1 Let F ∈ P d form a cluster of size h = h(F ) and let κ = κ(F ) be the center of the cluster. Let G = Ψ κ,h (F ) be the model signal for F . Set
. Then for any ǫ > 0, the error setĒ ǫ (F ) is bounded between the following two parallelepipeds:
Theorem 7.1 holds without any assumptions on the mutual relation of ǫ and h, or on the distances between the nodes of F . It implies the following fact: the Prony varieties S P q (G) form a "skeleton" of the error setĒ ǫ (F ), and, in case when ǫ and h tend to zero at a certain rate, S P q (G) are the limits ofĒ ǫ (F ). Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the case d = 2, q = 2d − 2 = 2 of Theorem 7.1.
Applying quantitative Inverse Function Theorem
In order to apply this theorem, we have to make explicit assumptions on the separation of the nodes X of the signal G, and on the size of its amplitudes A:
Assume that the nodes x 1 , . . . , x d of a signal G ∈P d belong to the interval I = [−1, 1], and for a certain η with 0 < η ≤ 
For any ν ∈ M d and R > 0 denote by
Then there are constants R, C 1 , C 2 , depending only on d, η, m, M , given explicitly in [1] , such that: 1. The inverse mapping P M −1 exists on Q R (ν) and provides a diffeomorphism of Q R (ν) to Ω R (G) = P M −1 (Q R (ν)).
The moment metric
Assume now that the measurement error ǫ ≤ Rh ′2d−1 , with h ′ = h 1+|κ| as in Theorem 7.1. Then
Combing Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 we obtain that the error setĒ ǫ (F ) is a "deformed" paralelipiped inP d as illustrated in figures 1 and 2 above.
We use regular signals G as above, to model signals with a "regular cluster": For F ∈ P d with h = h(F ) and κ = κ(F ), we say that F forms an (h, κ, η, m, M )-
The next theorem shows that the ǫ-error set is tightly concentrated around the Prony varieties. 
The constants R, C 2 are defined in Theorem 7.2 above.
Worst case reconstruction error
We now present lower and upper bounds, of the same order, for the worst case reconstruction error ρ(F, ǫ), defined, as above, by:
We state separate bounds for ρ A (F, ǫ) and ρ X (F, ǫ) -the worst case errors in reconstruction of the amplitudes A = (a 1 , . . . , a d ) and of the nodes X = (x 1 , . . . , x d ) of F : 
where C 2 , R are the constants defined in Theorem 7.2.
Theorem 7.5 [Lower bound] Let F ∈ P form an (h, κ, η, m, M )-regular cluster then:
1. For each positive ǫ ≤ C 3 h 2d−1 we have the following lower bound on the worst case reconstruction error of the nodes of F
2. For each positive ǫ ≤ C 4 h 2d−1 we have the following lower bound on the worst case reconstruction error of F and of the amplitudes of F
Above, K 1 , K 2 , C 3 , C 4 are constants not depending on h given explicitly in [1] .
The lower and upper bounds given above are a special case of a more general result. In [1] (Theorem 4.4) it is shown that the Prony variety S P q (G) can be reconstructed from the moment measurements µ ′ ∈ M d with improved accuracy of order ǫh −q .
Prony Scenarios
We keep the assumption that the nodes of our signal F form a regular cluster of a size h ≪ 1. By Theorem 7.3, the signal Prony curve S P (µ) approximates the error set E ǫ (F ) with the accuracy of order ǫh −2d+2 . Note that the accuracy of point solution is of order ǫh −2d+1 . Thus, the Prony curve S P (µ) provides a rather accurate prediction of the possible behavior of all the noisy reconstructions of F .
In an actual solution procedure, the "true" Prony curve S P (µ) is not known. But from the noisy measurements µ ′ = (m ′ 0 , . . . , m ′ 2d−1 ) we can reconstruct the Prony curve S P (µ ′ ). This curve, by Theorem 4.4 in [1] , approximates the "true curve" S P (µ) with an accuracy of the same (improved) order of ǫh −2d+2 , with which S P (µ) approximates E ǫ (F ). Therefore, we can consider this known curve S P (µ ′ ) as a prediction (or a "scenario") for all the noisy reconstructions of F .
Moreover, if we neglect possible errors of order ǫh −2d+2 , we can restrict the search of the optimal Prony solution (by any method, in particular, via statistical estimations) to the curve S P (µ ′ ).
We do not try to give here a rigorous definition of the "Prony scenario". Informally, this is a collection of data on the Prony curve S P (µ ′ ), which is necessary in order to find the optimal Prony solution on this curve, taking into account the available a priori constraints. Certainly we need an accurate description of the behavior of the nodes x j and the amplitudes a j along S P (µ ′ ) (or, better, along the polynomial Prony curve 
, for the coordinate m 2d−1 on S P (µ ′ ) tending to infinity, exactly one node (x 1 or x d ) tends to infinity, while the rest of the nodes remain bounded.
The polynomial Prony curves S
V can be considered as polynomials pencils. Some important results on the behavior of the real roots in polynomial pencils are provided in [15, 35] . The result of [44] describing the behavior of roots in smooth 1-parametric families of polynomials may also be relevant. These results naturally enter the framework of the Prony scenarios, and in [29] we provide their more detailed treatment.
Some open questions
We would like to specify some open problems in the line of this paper. Mostly they concern the structure of the Prony varieties in the areas not covered by the inverse function theorem (Theorem 7.2 above). 1. Description of the global topology and geometry of the Prony varieties. In the topological study of the Vandermonde varieties in [4, 32] certain natural Morse functions were used. Can this method be extended to the Prony varieties?
On the other hand, an explicit parametrization of the Prony varieties, described in Section 5 above, reduces the problem to the study of the intersections of the affine subspaces in the polynomial space with the hyperbolic set H d (which is motivated also by the considerations in Section 8 above). This study looks natural also from the point of view of Singularity Theory. Already the case of the Prony curves is important and non-trivial.
4.
Behavior of the amplitudes a 1 , . . . , a d on the Prony varieties S P q (µ) ⊂ P d near the collision singularities. In the case of the Prony curve, i.e. q = 2d − 2, Theorem 8.1 above gives conditions under which these amplitudes necessarily tend to infinity. It would be important to describe the accurate asymptotic behavior of the amplitudes as we approach the collision point. We expect that this question can be treated via methods from the classical Moment theory, combined with the techniques of "bases of finite differences" developed in [11, 53] . Also here the case of the Prony curves is important.
5. Extending the description of the Prony varieties, and of the error amplification patterns, to multi-cluster nodes configurations. This is a natural setting in robust inversion of the Prony system. Generalized Prony methods as well as other reconstruction methods typically reduce each cluster to a single node, thus forming a "reduced Prony system". It is important to estimate the accuracy of such an approximation (see [30] for some steps in this direction).
Because of the role of the Prony varieties in the analysis of the error amplification patterns, a natural question is: To what extent do the Prony varieties of the reduced Prony system approximate the varieties of the "true" multi-cluster system?
